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EF Friendly Learning Environments: It’s
all about connections
Design a “frontal-lobe-friendly”
learning environment
► Educational Philosophy
► Teacher Training
► Classroom Environment
► Scheduling
► Instructional strategies and
► Emotional Support
► Parent/Family support

(Kaufman, 2010, p. 79)
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Educational Philosophy Connections
Advocate
for
students
who
struggle
with EF
Over-teach,
over-time:
early
recognition and
intervention is
critical

Work with
parents,
knowing that
the child’s EF
issues may
mirror the
parents’
issues

Allow child to
be an active
agent in the
content to be
learned

Connect
dependency to
independence

Routinize

Provide
incentives and
positive
reinforcement

Do
“whatever it
takes when
teaching
students
who struggle
with EF
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Teacher Training Connections
► What

are the components of executive
functions?
► What is your own profile of strong and
“challenged” executive functions? How does
that affect how you teach and respond to
students?
► Know your students’ profiles of executive
functions, or at least the profiles of those
who struggle academically

Executive Function Sub-domains
(Gioia, Isquith, and Guy, 2000)

Working
Memory

Emotional
Control

Strategies to Design EF Friendly
Classroom Environment(s)
Monitor for on-task behavior
Function as a compassionate social coach
► Reduce demands on working memory
► Provide explicit, clear, concise directions for complex tasks
► Design a cue-rich classroom
 Verbal prompts/reminders
 Visual Cues
 Schedules
 Lists
 Alarms on electronics
►
►
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Strategies to Design EF Friendly
Classroom Environment(s)
Explicitly teach classroom rules and conduct “social postmortem” when social suicides occur
► Consider implementing consistent, predictable lesson
formats and procedures for each class, across
classrooms and grades
► Consider school-wide organizational systems, or gradewise at the very least
►

Strategies to Design EF Friendly
Classroom Environment(s)
► Put

lots of organizational strategies in place:

Routine
List of daily procedures
Notebook or folder system with directions
Weekly homework sheet
Preview homework before leaving school
Study sheets/outlines to organize all components of
long-term assignments
 Checklists for routines (i.e., morning routine, dismissal
routine)







Dawson & Guare, 2011, p. 77-106
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Scheduling Strategies for EF Friendly
Environments
► Consider

minimizing transitions, number of
teachers who teach the student
► Consider providing a morning and afternoon
homeroom or a morning and afternoon EF coach
► Consider reducing the number of classes in daily
schedule for high school and college students
► Consider snack/recess breaks at least twice a day
in addition to lunch break
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Instructional Strategies & Methods
Sustaining attention
Working memory
Oral language
organization

The
EF
Balancing
Act

Learning discreet
tasks and specific
content

Impulse control
Problem solving
Self-monitoring
Sequencing
Information retrieval

Instructional Strategies
►
►
►
►
►

Teach new skills and content systematically and explicitly
Multi-sensory, step-by-step instruction, with repeated
modeling
Role play
Use rubrics, sequence frames to teach procedures for math
computations, science labs
Provide many opportunities for practice, with teacher
“hand-over-hand” support, gradually reduce supports as
student begins to independently use “job aids”
 EF students struggle with the “how” of learning, not

necessarily the “what”

►

Use the “I do, we do, you do” model of teaching

Instructional Strategies
►

Utilize adult interactions to promote awareness of ways to
improve executive skills
 Questioning/promoting problem solving: “How can you…”
► Response
► Working

inhibition
memory

► Emotional control
► Sustained attention
► Task

initiation

► Time

management

► Planning/prioritization
► Organization
► Goal-directed
► Flexibility

persistence

► Metacognition
Dawson & Guare, 2010, p. 51-74
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Instructional Strategies
►
►

►

Within each subject and across subjects, use familiar
charts, graphic organizers, vocabulary
Change the nature of the task for the individual student:
 Shorten
 Make more explicit
 Build in variety or choice
Use visuals or “job” aids
 Math processes
 Writing process
 Proofing written work
 Vocabulary

Instructional Strategies
►

Small instructional groupings are very helpful and
imperative for some children

►

If the child is in a traditional school setting, he will often
need tutoring in weak academic areas or for subjects that
have teachers who are not well-organized or that require
“quantum leaps” in learning

►

If the student’s skills are not deficient, he needs a 504 Plan
of Accommodations and Modifications

14
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Considerations to AdaptYikes!!!!!Don’t
the
ask me to
Environment
handwrite or
TECHNOLOGY!!!!!
►
►

find loose
papers!

Laptops, tablets a must
Word processing a must
 Teach electronic filing

►
►
►
►

Word prediction a big help
Voice-to-text may be a life saver!
Podcasts, books-on-CD, Kurzweil
Consider mobile devices
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Strategies for Emotional Support
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Use proximity control in the classroom
Use hand signals to redirect behavior
Plan “tight” lessons
Use of wait time/think time
Use words to express emotions/frustrations
Teach self-advocacy
Support rather than confront
Reinforce the positive
Use cooperative learning

Strategies for Emotional Support
►

►

Manage anxiety and melt downs
 Relationships are key!
 Engagement is tantamount
 Motivation will follow
Anticipate anxiety-producing tasks/situations and model
and practice strategies to reduce stress
 Prepare student for changes in routine
 Prepare student for complex tasks – talk it through
 Role play potentially stressful events

Strategies for Emotional Support
►

Facilitate effort and motivation
 Two kinds of effortful tasks:
► Those
► Those

you can do but don’t like to do
you struggle with

 When a child struggles with a task
► Break

down into smaller steps
behavior
► Praise/reward
► Shape

 When a child digs h/her heels in:
► Avoid

power struggle
the nature of the battle
► Make the first step easy and reward
► Gradually increase the “ticky” to get the “tavvy”
► Change

Dawson & Guare, 2010, p 51-74
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REFLECTION SHEET

Name
________________________________________________________________________

Date
________________________________________________________________________
Stop: What was the behavior?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Think: Was it appropriate or inappropriate. Why?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Options: What could you have done?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Plan: What will you do next time?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Signature
________________________________________________________________________
Parent Signature
________________________________________________________________________
©The Summit School, Edgewater, MD

Strategies for
Parent/Family Support
► Help

family understand diagnostic data
the family the components of EF and which
components are problematic for their child
► Connect the EF difficulties with academic
difficulties
► Help parents set up routines at home to help with
organization and planning for school assignments
► Teach

Assessment of Executive Function
► Team

members: psychologist, neuropsychologist,
SLP, OT, Special Educator
► Check for license specific tests in your state
► There is no one test for EF
► Often, tests do not tell the story
► Case history and anecdotal data and observations
are integral to the diagnosis

21
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Assessment of Executive
Function:
► Case

history

► Observation
► Formal

and interviews
Tests:

 Teacher and parent questionnaires
 Cognitive, Oral Language, Academic
► Planning

tasks
tasks
► Inhibition tasks
► Cognitive flexibility tasks
► Problem solving tasks
► Self-monitoring tasks
► Organization
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Executive Function, Working Memory,
and Oral Language
What are the connections?
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Difficulty with comprehension of large “chunks” of language
Difficulty with following lengthy and/or complex directions
Difficulty with organized, cohesive expressive language
Difficulty with rapid retrieval of language for “on-line”
communicating
Difficulty with language flexibility
Difficulty using language for problem-solving
Difficulty attending to language details – more of a “gestalt”
comprehender
Difficulty with simultaneous processing of language (i.e.,
perky discussion, note-taking, multi-character movies or
novels)
23

When Working Memory
Doesn’t Work…
► Language

development

 Weak vocabulary development
 Immature and inconsistent syntax, grammar, and
morphology development and usage
 Difficulty following lengthy discourse to gather

information for later use

► Reading

 Weak decoding
 Poor comprehension
 Fluency weaknesses (rate, accuracy)
24
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When Working Memory
Doesn’t Work…
► Written

language

 Weak and/or inconsistent spelling
 Restricted and/or disorganized content
 Inconsistent use of punctuation/capitalization awareness

and usage

► Math

 Difficulty with mastering basic math facts
 Confusion with multi-step calculations
 Difficulty holding all data necessary for solving word

problem
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Executive Function and Academic
Content Learning
► Reading/Language

Arts

 Fluency issues
 Scattered phonics skills
 Comprehension difficulties
►Sequencing

of events

►Summarizing
►Memory

for details

 Spelling difficulties in spontaneous writing
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Make a Prediction
* I predict that…
* I bet that…
* I think that…
* I wonder if…
* Since ___ happened, I bet the next thing that is going to happen is…
* Reading this part makes me think that ___ is about to happen…

Ask a Question
* Why…?
* Where/when…?
* What’s this part about…?
* How is ___ like ___...?
* What would happen if…?
* Who is…?
* What does this (word, sentence, paragraph) ___ mean?
* Do you think that…?

Clarify Something
* Oh, I get it…
* Now I understand…
* This makes sense now…
* No, I think it means…
* I agree with you. This means…
* At first I thought ___, but now I think…
* This part is really saying…

S
a
y
S
o
m
e
t
h
i
n
g
!

Make a Comment
* This is good, because…
* This is hard, because…
* This is confusing, because…
* I like the part where…
* I don’t like this part, because…
* My favorite part so far is…
* I think…

Make a Connection
* This reminds me of…
* This setting reminds me of…
* This part is like…
* The character, ___, is like ___, because…
* This is similar to…
* The differences are…
* I also…
* I never…
* This character makes me think of…

S
t
r
a
t
e
g
y

Story Grammar Marker
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Example: Strategies to Improve
Comprehension
PROVIDE CONTEXTUAL CUES
►
►
►
►

State the topic to be discussed.
Supply a prepared outline.
Use Visual support, such as writing important information on the blackboard or
using charts, pictures, or diagrams, etc.
Present questions that review major points to focus student attention on these
points.

PROVIDE REDUNDANCY
►
►

As instructions are given verbally, write them on the board at the same time.
Paraphrase information in the lesson, giving each main point several times with
different wording each time.

Wallace, Jones, Levit, Summit School Training, 2009

Story Form
dkdkVocabulary:
(for Upper School)

Characters

Setting

Conflict

Inciting force

Rising action

Climax

Falling action

means

People or animals
that act out a story

The time and
place that the
story occurs

The struggle
the main
character has
with himself,
with another,
or a thing.

The action or
event that
triggers the
conflict

(2 opposing
forces)

Series of events
that builds to the
climax and
changes the
conflict over time

The turning
point where
the reader
can predict
the outcome

The series of
events after
the climax
that closes
the story

Retelling to Build Comprehension

Steps to follow for each story:

1. Read the entire story and make a sequence frame to show the
important events.
2. Take notes on the retelling grid.
3. Do a cold retelling with a teacher and record your score
4. Use the rubric to improve your retelling.
5. When you are ready, do a hot retelling and record your score.
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